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IS IT GOD?
Prayer, doubt, faith
Evonne Swartzendruber
Is it? Was it? Could it have been God? It’s not unusual
for me to say, “That was divine intervention.” Is this
the same as saying, “It was God?”
We sing, “My God is so big, so strong and so mighty,
there’s nothing my God cannot do.” I do believe in
God, but have lots of questions about “there’s nothing
my God cannot do.”
Does God only “do” if we pray? Do we have to pray
for specific things or in a certain way?
Does God answer prayers when the people praying
have a different concept of God than I do?
Why didn’t God prevent John’s 10-year-old niece
from dying in a car accident? Would the outcome
have been different if they would have prayed for
protection prior to leaving home?
Where was God when MJ Sharp and Zaida Catalan
were killed in the Congo? When they went missing,
we (and many others) prayed and prayed. Too little,
too late?
Is my having lupus God’s will? I sure hope God isn’t
to thank for a diagnosis that changed nearly every
aspect of my life.
There have been times in my life when I’ve known
without any doubt that “it was God.” One of these
times involved our grandson Alex. When Alex was
about six weeks old, he started screaming when he
tried to eat, both with breast and bottle feeding. They
found he had significant tongue and lip tie. But even
when corrected, he hadn’t learned how to suck so he
continued to have trouble eating. By the time he was
eight weeks old, he was close to needing a feeding
tube.

Rays of light, Michele West

One night I was so worried about Alex I couldn’t
sleep and found myself praying that somehow,
something could help him. It suddenly struck me that
there had to be a bottle for babies who couldn’t suck.
A middle-of-the-night Google search led to a bottle
designed for babies with cleft lip and palate. I
immediately ordered several bottles that were
delivered two days later to our daughter Rachel in
Continued on last page
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Editor’s Note

Maggie Girard splits her days between time
with her two little ones and practicing art
therapy. “These days, I feel particularly close
to God when watching either of my children
sleep—the silence and beauty of these tiny
beings sharing my corner of the world feels
nothing short of a miracle.” Maggie’s
illustration is on page 6—and her writing is
on page 3.
Former editorial board member Michele West
lives in Portland and still generously entertains
requests for photos for various themes. “I
spend my time herding cats and boys, not
necessarily in that order, as well as obsessively
photographing All the Things. I feel closest to
the Divine out in nature, especially at the edge
of the ocean.” Michele’s artwork is on pages 1,
2, 5, and 8.

I love the day that submissions are due for each
issue. Before that point, the issue (and its theme) is
only an idea. The editorial board has hashed out a
plan for a theme, we’ve divided up who will ask
whom to contribute, usually with a specific
prompt in mind – but we don’t know who will
actually write and what they will have decided to
write about. And so deadline day comes, emails
begin to hit my inbox, and I see the issue start to
take shape, as reflections of the theme emerge. It’s
exciting to see it come to life. Your stories are
beautiful, as is the trust you put in the rest of the
congregation as you share your truths.
These late April/early May days are my favorite.
The redbuds are blooming and there are so many
places to spy a hint of purple among the
burgeoning green, and right now some redbuds are
just bursting. It’s a brief moment of staggering
beauty. For me, it’s also a visual shift from the
long, dark, cold, depressing days of winter—we
made it through!—towards some hope, new life,
possibility. Is that God?
Like others in this issue, one place I experience
God is outside. For me, God is like the redbuds in
the springtime. I can marvel at their beauty, how
different they look at different times. I can feel
thankful when I catch glimpses of them and
appreciate sharing that excitement with my kids.
The redbuds don’t take an interest in my day-today life; they just are. I also find God
through the care and love of others
in my communities, who do take a
personal interest in me. Where do
you experience God in your life?—AS
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When our favorite sayings fail us
Ethel Hartman

What can help when prayers seem
unanswered?
Maggie Girard

Kate Bowler wrote a memoir titled Everything
Happens For a Reason (and Other Lies I’ve
Loved). It came to my attention when I heard her
interviewed by Terry Gross on NPR. Her story
was riveting for several reasons. She grew up
surrounded by Mennonites on the plains of
Manitoba in Canada and married one (her
middle school sweetheart!). She also addresses
the question of suffering, and who doesn’t
wonder about that?
She teaches at Duke Divinity School and
specialized in the study of the prosperity gospel,
which sees good things in our lives as blessings
from God and bad things as God’s disapproval.
She says that she and Duke University have come
to an understanding that she is Methodist while
teaching there and Mennonite when she is home
in Canada! She married, earned her degrees and
had a baby and as she says, she felt “shiny,” like
everything was going according to plan.
Then came a metastatic stage IV colon cancer
diagnosis at age 35. Even though she had rolled
her eyes at the premise that “everything happens
for a reason” and similar promises that good
fortune and certainty would follow true belief,
she finds that these “weeds” had grown
alongside her almost without knowing it.
Kate’s book is not a long one and grew out of an
opinion piece she wrote for the New York Times.
This book takes the reader right along the journey
she never wanted to take. Kate writes about what
faith might look and feel like when certainty of
outcomes is not included. Kate has had to learn to
live with the consciousness of living as fully as
possible from medical scan to medical scan. She
says she has learned more about the presence of
God in her suffering, but she doesn’t think that is
why she is suffering. She says she takes comfort
from the Mennonite view that life is not fair or
easy, but that “standing shoulder to shoulder” in
community is immensely comforting.
This memoir feels painful and comforting. There
is an empty place in my heart where my dear
sister-in-law and a close friend who died last year
resided, but I do not need to gloss over these
losses with platitudes. They will be alive in my
Continued on page 7

What I’ve seen, from my own life and also in my work as a
therapist, is that pain changes us. The periods of darkness
when we feel, at the very least, disappointed and at the
most, experience trauma, are in flux. Pain, even the thought
of pain, is terrifying—most of us pour nearly all of our
energy and effort into avoiding it. The problem with living
this way and being human is that our pain catches up
eventually. It might just be a paper cut or skinned knee,
which can be plenty frightening in the moment, or
something huge and emotional, like a loved one’s death,
loss of a job, infertility, assault, accidents, or adapting to life
altering diagnoses.
In my work, I have the privilege of sitting with people
whose pain has somehow caught up with them (as it does
for each of us, in some form, from time to time). The fear of
the pain is remarkably good at hiding what we’d learn
from living into the ache itself. Often, when we put time
and effort into honoring and articulating our pain, we start
to feel better and less afraid.
Recent research into neuroscience and emotions has shown
that the rational, analyzing part of the brain does not connect
physically to the emotional part of the brain. The part of our
brain that allows us to develop self-awareness, however,
can bridge the rational part to the emotional part (The Body
Keeps the Score by Bessel van der Kolk is a great read if
you want to learn more about trauma and our brains).
When prayers feel unanswered and we find ourselves
needing to tolerate pain and face something difficult in our
lives, focusing on becoming more self-aware is very likely
to help. Pausing to notice your bodily sensations (Am I
thirsty? Hungry? Breathing fast? Tense?) and seeing if you
can alter those sensations with a glass of water, a snack,
slow breaths or stretching is a place to start.
Using our relationships to better understand what is
happening in us is also vital. Prayer is a way to do this—
letting oneself be vulnerable, even slightly, with God or
someone we trust, seems to move us in the direction of
healing and helps us to become softer, kinder, and to ache a
little bit less. Writing your prayer may help you focus
better. I see the idea that the necessity of connections with
others may be written into the design of our brains—
needing relationship with God and others in our lives to
cope and heal when we struggle—as a sign of our
belovedness, of God longing to be with us when our hearts
are broken.
Maggie Girard’s bio is on page 2.
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We are going to continue singing
Dan Hess interviews Christine Schumacher and Hal Hess
My nephew, Jared Hess, died on
January 25, 2008, at the age of 29.
Jared was Alison Schumacher’s
brother. Jared is survived by his wife,
Anne, and two sons, Caleb (12) and
Noah (10); and by Jared’s parents,
Christine Schumacher and Hal
Hess, who share thoughts related to
the theme, “Is it God?”
Hal: Chris and I know that God
did not call for Jared’s early
death. Similarly, we thought it
inappropriate to press God for a
miraculous healing. But there is
much more to say about the light
that came to us in our darkness.
Christine: When I received the
phone call in May to learn that
Jared had acute myelogenous
leukemia, and two weeks later
when Jared himself called to say
that the further study revealed
not just one but five
abnormalities, my first thoughts
were not about God. Knowing
what the diagnosis meant, I
wanted to tell Jared that I wished
it were happening to me instead.
All of the hope I had for him and
his family, I wanted to take his
place.
I learned a long time ago that life
isn’t fair. All kinds of good things
and all kinds of bad things
happen to all manner of people.
Unfortunately we humans think
we need to be in control. When
we aren’t in control, we tend to
attribute our troubles to outside
circumstances, to others, and even
to God.
Hal: A striking moment for me,
an awakening — I was headed to
Jared’s room in the hospital,
needing to walk through a
convoluted arrangement of halls,
thinking only of Jared, when all of
4

a sudden I am here, walking past
room after room of terminally ill
people. People dying. Why
should I expect God to privilege
Jared, to zap him with healing,
while the others die? From that
moment, my mind and heart were
opened to a different agenda —
how can I make the remaining
time with Jared worthwhile?
Christine: It is hard for people to
talk about death. Even the word
itself is sometimes difficult to say.
The euphemisms — for example,
so and so passed away, she is at a
better place — probably indicate
something of our denials
concerning death itself. Jared
died.
I am grateful that he was part of
our lives. Now we have Anne and
Caleb and Noah, but not Jared.
We don’t have his voice. We have
photos taken years ago, but no
new pictures. This sadness in our
lives, however, does not mean
that we must continually dwell on
it.
Hal: There were occasions during
Jared’s illness when I felt irritated
by supposedly encouraging
words such as, “Jared is strong, he
will conquer this,” or, “If we get
together and pray hard enough,
God will heal Jared.” At times it
seemed that other people were
telling us how to feel. It’s as if
God is only ‘awesome’ if things
turn out well.
Concurrent with our learning of
Jared’s leukemia, the son of a
work colleague was killed in a car
accident, a car occupied by four
drunk men. His mother and I
grieved together. At no point did
we even want to think that God
called upon four drunk men to

kill a young man and his wife, or
that God called for an end to
Jared’s life.
Chris: We were grateful for a dear
friend, a nurse, who came to be
with Jared in the hospital while
we went home for a week. She
knew the medical circumstances
and spoke honestly with Jared
and with us.
Hal: I know exactly where we
were when this friend leveled
with us. I recognized that she was
filling the silence of God. And I
have deep appreciation for words
from friends thereafter that
helped me know how to talk with
Jared about treatments and side
effects, that assured me that Anne
and the boys would be taken care
of, and that helped me to know
how to say goodbye to Jared.
Chris: As it was clear that Jared
was going to go home to die, a
nurse on the ward told me, “This
is God’s plan,” thus implying that
Jared’s dying was God’s plan.
Later I talked with his doctor,
mentioning this conversation and
saying this type of consolation is
neither wanted nor helpful.
Further, I brought up the
Hippocratic Oath. I understood
well the intent of the medical
promise, but questioned whether
extreme measures in some
circumstances made dying more
difficult.
We did not sense that God was
absent, but believe he/she works
through others, which includes
science. We also think that we all
have the light of God within us, as
the Friends state. We don’t
assume that God is there for us to
keep asking, “please now do

The farm wife reviews the
Tornado Theatre at
Menno-Hof Museum
Shari Wagner
It’s the size of a large elevator, where kerosene lights
flicker, the wood floor shakes, and a whir of wind
clatters like my vacuum with a broken belt. It sweeps
me back to that humid Psalms Sunday when our barn’s
western side sweated like a hard-ridden horse
and bottle flies clung to the kitchen screen. Dad’s cows
lowered their bodies to the ground and staggered up again.
“It’s snowing!” my sister Neva shrieked when bits of paper
fluttered down. On the screen, the same green cloud
reaches for us with its outstretched finger—I squeeze
my grandkids’ hands and close my eyes. That funnel veered
at Buck Creek and shot due east to Yoder Cemetery,
This picture of the rose with the ashes was taken
last year when we had the huge wildfires
—Michele West

scooping up headstones, tossing them like dice.
“A miracle,” Mom said, but it barreled on to crush
a trailer court and homes near Rainbow Lake.
In the rubble of Eli Yoder’s house

this.” Such requests make God to be in our
image.
Hal: During Jared’s illness, I had difficulty
singing. But when it came time for the memorial
service, I wanted to have a choir share some of
Jared’s favorites. I also wanted the music to say,
“we are going to continue singing.”
Chris: The memorial offered us an occasion to
celebrate Jared’s life. How warming it was that
his friends and ours came together to remember
him. A good friend changed major family plans
to come. “We wanted to be here,” she said.
Hal: God? In the words
of Richard Rohr, we
don’t have to look for
God. God is here in the
lives of people who
have surrounded us
with their love.

all they found intact was a glass jug
with a carving stuck inside: “Fear God”
on one side—“God Is Love” on the other.
Eli took that as a sign of the Almighty’s power,
but I believe whirling wind spins the bottle
and God is in the dark with us,
not writing down what happens next.

Shari Wagner tries to balance her time between writing and
teaching part-time at the Indiana Writer's Center, IUPUI's Religion,
Spirituality and the Arts
Seminar, and Brebeuf Jesuit.
This year she is also giving
poetry programs at the Levi
and Catharine Coffin House. “I
feel close to God whenever I am
on a nature trail—especially
one winding through woodland
or prairie.”
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A malnourished hope: God is with us in our greatest suffering
Ben Tapper
This article originally appeared in
the March issue of The Mennonite.
It is reprinted with permission.
When I was 6 years old, I saw my
stepfather attack my younger
sister. She gasped for air as his
hands tightened
around her throat.
Panic crept over her
face and swept through
me. As her older
brother, I wanted to
protect her. I tried
desperately to move or
speak, but I froze,
overwhelmed by fear. I
could do nothing but
watch in horror. After
what felt like eternity,
my mother intervened,
and my stepdad
released my sister. She
survived with no longterm physical trauma,
though we continue to
carry the scars from
that day, I imagine.

event of the Resurrection. We
have reduced Holy Week to a
lengthy celebration of the
Resurrection. We don’t mourn the
devastation of Good Friday
because our eyes are already
turned toward the celebration that

isn’t it possible God wanted my
sister to be choked in order to
accomplish some greater
purpose? Or did God even
passively allow it? Another
conclusion we could draw is that
God would have stepped in and
either saved or resurrected
my sister. My mom would
not have needed to save her
because God would have
done so.
Every day, human beings
become victims to acts of
violence. Christians who
faithfully follow God die
from starvation, genocide
and various forms of
violence while some
theologians tell us God cares
for us, has a master plan and
will make all things right.
Yet it is the Crucifixion,
rather than the Resurrection,
that feels closer to our
everyday experience in this
world.

It seems like the most
unhelpful questions are
the easiest to ask.
Where was God? Was
that part of God’s plan? Why
didn’t God intervene sooner?
Such questions are based on
unhealthy assumptions about
who God is and how God relates
to us. The assumptions that God
is all-powerful, loves everyone
and that everything happens
according to God’s plan are
problematic when taken together,
yet we’ve peddled these in church
for years. There is no more
obvious example of this than the
narrative of Jesus’ crucifixion and
resurrection.

With this in mind, what does
it mean to speak of hope?
Hope has become this fuzzy
thing we equate with
Maggie Girard sunshine and rainbows, but
in reality, hope has its roots
comes two days later. We accept
in our darkest of nights. Hope is
the premise that both Good
the belief that things can be better
Friday and Resurrection Sunday
rather than the certainty that they
were part of the divine plan. God
will. Hope requires doubt in
intended Jesus to be betrayed,
order to truly be fruitful. Without
murdered and resurrected so that
doubt, hope can lead to inaction
humanity could be atoned. Out of
or complacency, and for too long
love, God wanted there to be a
the Western church has fed its
way made for humanity to
people this insufficient hope.
reconnect with the divine, so he
sent his Son, Jesus, to become the
When we mask the pain of the
ultimate sacrifice needed to
Crucifixion with the joy of the
restore humanity in our sin.
Resurrection, we rob from

Every spring, congregations
commemorate Good Friday and
recognize the death of Jesus while
also looking toward the main

But if God uses violence for
redemptive purposes in the
Crucifixion story, what keeps God
from doing so in our lives today?
With this understanding of God,
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ourselves and from each other the
power of Jesus’ life-affirming
good news. Perhaps worst of all,
we do a disservice to those
experiencing pain or oppression.

However, the perpetuation of a malnourished hope is
only part of the disservice. The other problem is that,
without doubt, hope reduces the incentive for people
to take ownership of problems like systemic racism
and misogyny and thus perpetuates those problems.
Put another way, if someone believes God is going to
make all things right, what motivation or incentive
does that individual have to use their abilities or
resources to combat systemic oppressions? Hope that
God will prevail in the end takes the responsibility off
the church. Only when we make that shift from a
belief that God will prevail to a belief that God can
prevail does hope truly become powerful.
We can begin to foster a healthy hope by re-examining
the messages we tell about certain narratives like the
Crucifixion. The Asian liberation theologian C.S. Song
postulates that God didn’t plan for Jesus to be
crucified at all and that God was actually horrified at
the violent death Jesus suffered. This horror
manifested itself in stunned silence after Jesus cried
out, “My God, My God, why have you forsaken me?”
God is silent, Song notes, because God is horrified.
As someone who has been horrified to the point of
silence, I can relate to this understanding of God
during the Crucifixion. In that moment when the pain
on the cross is most intense, God, too, is feeling the
weight of death as Jesus cries out. In that moment,
there is only pain. Hope is a distant memory replaced
only by sorrow and doubt.
It didn’t have to end like this. Jesus could have
continued to minister to people. He could have
continued to train his disciples. He could have
returned home and started a family or even helped
organize a localized reform movement within
Judaism. Instead he ends up hanging from a cross
after suffering one of the most brutal forms of capital
punishment the world has ever known.
In response to this shocking turn of events, the
Resurrection occurred and reignited the possibility
that there is power greater than Rome. It stoked the
flames of hope that told an impoverished and
destitute people there was a more life-affirming way
of living and being. Only as a reaction to the horrors
of the Crucifixion does the hope of the Resurrection
truly birth resiliency. The good news of the
Resurrection is not that God planned for Jesus to die
brutally so that we can be forgiven. The good news is
that even in the midst of the worst pain and
oppression that can befall us, God is with us, actively

working to bring freedom and healing.
This good news is salient for those who suffer in ways
that more traditional notions of understanding the
Crucifixion and Resurrection are not. Rather than
relying on optimism to convince ourselves God will
eventually make everything all right, we should
understand that safety and freedom are not
guaranteed but that God is always working to make
them a possibility. It is then up to us to work
alongside God in order to help bring these liberating
possibilities into reality.
Ben Tapper spends his time reading,
writing, mentoring, and thinking
critically about the systemic problems
marginalized people face. He also devotes
a lot of energy towards becoming more
self-aware. “There have been moments,
most of which quite random, when I've
felt close to the Divine. However, two
consistent sources of Divine presence
continuously manifest themselves in my life. The first is the
love of Brooke, my wife. She loves in a way that feels complete
and full which has to be Divine. There are times when I feel
completely restored and protected by her love. The second
manifestation happens when I'm around a lot of trees. There is
something deep and grounding in trees that connects me to
that which is beyond and within my own existence. It is that
deep and continuous source of life that is present within trees
which helps remind me that all may yet be well. Both my
wife's love and trees connect me with the deepest parts of my
being in ways that only the Divine can.”

When our favorite sayings fail us, continued from
page 3

heart as long as I am and the God who knows
suffering is with me as well as my community
“standing shoulder to shoulder.”
Ethel Hartman loves the more
leisurely pace of retirement. “I have
kept the promise to myself to be more
aware of daily moments and living
more intentionally. My grandchildren
keep me in touch with life cycles and
the strength of unconditional love.
Volunteering at Community North
Hospital opens my eyes to needs, new
friends and new ideas every week.”
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Serendipity
Nancy Fletcher
Serendipity. It’s the occurrence and development of
events by chance in a happy or beneficial way. Don’t
you just love those times in life where you reflect back
and you realize that if certain events had not
happened, you might have been on a different path?
Sometimes, it’s a series of choices on your part. Other
times, it seems like a divine power has moved us in a
certain direction. Sometimes we
pray that a direction will be
made clear to us. Other times,
we just have faith that our lives
are held by God’s merciful
hands. People talk about how
“blessed” they are when
everything works out just so
perfectly. But what happens
when our lives aren’t so perfect?
Are we still blessed? Did we not
pray hard enough? Why does it
seem that some people get to
have the perfect, put-together
life while we feel like a complete
mess?

never be the same again. And you ask, “Why would a
God who loves me let this happen to me?”

In the aftermath, I’ve learned that most of the time,
life is wonderful. Most of the time, life is what I make
of it. Most of the time, if I put forth the effort to lead a
happy life, I will. And then there are those times when
life just stinks. Life doesn’t care
that I have diligently prayed for
a better outcome. And many
times people ask, “Where was
God during all of this?” I don’t
think that God just sits on the
sidelines and watches our
struggles. I think that God
already knows what our
struggles will be, and God is
there with us in the midst of it
all. God is down in the deep,
cold water as we are struggling
to make it back to the top to
breathe. And God is still there
after we get out of the water
Raindrop, Michele West and we are gasping for breath,
Life can be going along just fine. We’ve got a spouse, a
trying to make sense of it all.
job, a house, a kid and a dog. We’ve got lots of family
and friends who love us. Life is great. Then BAM! out
As I think back to the events leading up to getting the
of the blue, our world comes crumbling down. Even
news that our daughter Violet died, I realize exactly
though we’ve prayed and been a faithful servant of
where God was shown to me. Weeks before, during a
God, our world is in shambles. Why? We’ve done
Sunday school focused on parenting, we talked about
what we are supposed to do, and yet we still got the
stillbirth. Then, the day of my doctor’s appointment,
cancer diagnosis, or were downsized, or your spouse
Nolan was off work and able to go to the hospital
isn’t as happy as you thought, or the phone call
with me to find out why our baby wasn’t moving. I
saying, “there’s been an accident,” or, “I’m sorry, but
didn’t have to go and get the news alone. Also,
your baby no longer has a heartbeat.”
Nolan’s mom just happened to be visiting during this
time and was able to stay with Georgia while we were
From first-hand experience, getting the “news” is like
at the hospital. Georgia’s preschool teacher at the time
falling into cold, deep water. At first it’s shocking
had had a stillborn son years before and was able to
because it’s so cold. You’re frozen. Then you panic:
give comfort and understanding to our family. And
“Why is this happening to me? I prayed that my baby
we had our family and friends (many who are in this
would be safe. We made it to the safe zone in
congregation) who were gentle with us during our
pregnancy. I was doing everything right.”
healing process. In all of those things, God was there.
God was there in the loving and the care and the
After that, the numbness sets in. Then you realize you
concern.
can’t let the numbness take over because you are
sinking down farther. You have to fight and get out.
I’m not saying that God wasn’t there when I was in
Your friends can throw you a rope. They can help
the hospital and praying for a different outcome. I
you, but you’ve got to work at it too. And then when
prayed so hard that there would be a change. Maybe
you reach the top and your head isn’t submerged in
the next time they looked at the ultrasound, the doctor
the water anymore, you take that first piercing breath.
could find a heartbeat. There was no heartbeat to be
Continued on next page
It’s painful but you realize you will survive. You will
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It is all God
Julie Monroe
There is only Christ; he is everything and he is in
everything. Colossians 3:11b
If I say, “Surely the darkness will hide me and the light
become night around me,” even the darkness will not be
dark to you; the night will shine like the day, for darkness is
as light to you. Psalm 139:11-12
And before the throne there was as it were a sea of glass, like
crystal. Revelation 4:6
When I was an undergraduate missions major, I took
an elective class on the book of Revelation. A fantastic
South African scholar-professor taught the course,
and I hung on his every word, thrilled to gain a new
perspective on this apocryphal text. One day he gave
a commentary on the sea of glass mentioned twice in
Revelation. This sea of glass lay before the throne of
God, and was calm and still, un-rippled by storms or
wind. My professor suggested that this glassy water
represented how evil and sin appear before God. He/
she, unlike humans, is unshaken and undisturbed by
the bad things that happen in life. The events that
raise our blood pressures and cause fear and anxiety
do not perturb God.
The psalmist conveyed this idea when he wrote that
the darkness is not dark to God. This is a mindboggling idea at first glance – either something is dark
or it’s not. Something cannot be evil, and yet not be
evil at the same time, right? How can God be so chill
when there is blatant suffering, struggle, and
heartache in the world? And how then do we
approach these while holding on to our faith?
Jesus had the power to command the sea to be still as
Peter sank in the waves. But he also told his disciples
that the blind man was born that way so the glory of
God could be shown through him. God has the power
stop bad things, but sometimes chooses not to, and so
we must draw the conclusion that if he/she is indeed
good, he/she must see some bigger picture that we
cannot begin to fathom. There must be some
redemptive quality to suffering.
I personally believe that we are allowed to experience
hard things as a means of dying to ourselves, our
egos, and our attachments. These little deaths can be
excruciating, but they ultimately bring us to the end of
ourselves, which as Jesus also said, is the whole point!
This is one reason, I believe, our prayers aren’t always

answered the way we want. To truly live, to truly find
God, we must let go of our perceived control on
outcomes. Only then we will discover he/she was in
everything all along, and was all that was ever
needed.
Julie Monroe is a boy-mom, nursing
student, and freelance writer who is
passionate about the intersection between
science and spirituality, Bollywood
movies, and the Oxford comma.

Serendipity, continued from previous page

found. But that didn’t mean my prayers weren’t
heard. When I prayed for a change, God didn’t
change the outcome of whether or not my baby
would live. God changed me. God changed my
outlook on life. God called me to do more in my
community for others. God called me to bring
awareness and support in my own community for
those who have suffered with stillbirth and
miscarriages.
I will probably always be somewhat of a skeptic
when someone tells me that the events in their life
happened because they prayed for them. But one
thing I do believe is that God is always with us –
during the good and the bad. And sometimes we
have to search for the answers to our prayers. They
aren’t always answered the way that we want them
to be, but I do believe that they are answered.
It’s hard to have faith that God is sitting with us
during the dark times in our lives, especially when it
seems there is no light to be seen. But having faith
isn’t easy. Sometimes the only thing we can do is
hold on to every last shred of faith that we have and
hope that eventually life will be okay again.
Most days Nancy Fletcher spends
wrangling her three girls, “but I also
enjoy singing, reading, crafting,
remodeling our 1920s home in
Irvington and photographing children
and families.”
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God as CEO of World, Inc.

Prayer, faith, doubt, continued from page 1

Beth Goering

Virginia. I had a trip to Virginia planned
for the weekend and by the time I
arrived, Rachel had tried the bottles with
limited success. I was home alone with
Alex the next day when he started his
pitiful hungry cry. There was a bottle
prepared and I tried unsuccessfully to
feed him. I said out loud, “please, please,
please, God.” For some reason, I laid Alex
beside me instead of holding him and
offered him the bottle again. He
immediately downed two ounces of milk,
cried for more, and drank another ounce
from a second bottle. At that moment it
was very clear to me that God was
involved in what had just happened.

I’m walking across campus, awestruck by the beauty of the pink
cherry blossoms silhouetted against the powder-blue sky. I think to
myself, “Yes, it’s God!” I often feel that same certainty about the
presence of God in nature. I’m guessing you’ve felt it, too. That feeling
that makes your soul whisper – or maybe shout for all to hear, “Yes,
it’s God!”
I arrive home and turn on my computer. There’s an email with the sad
news that the daughter of a colleague—a 32-year-old mother of two—
died of the flu. Can that be God? I read a news report on the 400,000
people who have lost their lives in the Syrian conflict. That can’t
possibly be God!
I can’t align my image of God with the evil that happens in the world
or with the seeming randomness of death by disease or accident. But
if I can’t attribute the evil to God, how can I attribute the glorious and
good to God?
As an academic, I seek answers in theories. Maybe in all those
scholarly tomes I will find a framework that will help me out of this
conundrum. My mind turns to models of managerial communication,
and I begin to wonder, what would happen if I used the metaphor of
God as the manager of the world—as the CEO of World, Inc., so to
speak—to help me think this through. It occurs to me that I would
answer the question “Is it God?” differently, depending on how I
view God’s managerial style.
Imagine God as an autocratic manager, making decisions unilaterally
and micro-managing all of World, Inc. Autocratic-manager-God could
be thanked for all the good that happens in the world and blamed for
all the bad. There would be no point in asking “Is it God,” because
everything would be God. I’ve never much appreciated the autocratic
managerial style, and I definitely can’t see God in this way, even
though it would resolve the dissonance questions of “Is it God?” can
create.
A laissez-faire, hands-off manager, is someone who takes a back seat
in the day-to-day operations of the company. If I imagine God this
way, I see a God who created the world but who is now leaving the
running of that world up to us. With this view of God, the answer to
the question, “Is it God,” would have to be, “Only indirectly.” I have
to admit that isn’t totally satisfying to me, either.
Another managerial style that I remember reading about in those
theory books is the participatory manager. This manager is one who
involves everyone in the running of the organization. It makes sense
that a God who created us in her image would expect us to participate
in the running of World, Inc. And the participation that is required of
us is to “do justice,” “love kindness,” and “walk humbly” with God
(Micah 6:8). Is it God? It’s not just God; it’s all of us.
Normally Beth Goering spends her time working as a
professor of communication studies at IUPUI, “but this year
I’m enjoying a sabbatical leave in Germany, teaching,
researching, and traveling. I feel particularly close to God
when I’m experiencing the beauty and glory of nature.”

Then came the questions:
Would I have thought to look for a
specific bottle if I hadn’t prayed about it?
Maybe, but I had certainly been thinking
about this a lot prior to that night without
the same result.
Why did I lay Alex beside me to feed
him? I’d never fed a baby like that before.
Somehow I knew to do this. Was that
God’s answer to, “please, please, please,
God?”
Ultimately, I don’t think it’s humanly
possible to understand how big, strong
and mighty God is or how God works. I
choose to believe that God is involved
with us even with questions that can’t be
answered. Maybe that’s faith.
Evonne spends her time
cooking, baking,
working in the garden
and flower beds, doing
woodworking projects,
refinishing furniture,
traveling, and video
chatting with her two
grandchildren who live in Brazil. “Since John
and I retired at the same time several years ago,
many of these things we do together which
makes them even more fun. Most of my career
was spent in cancer nursing, so I've been
present for a number of patient deaths. I often
felt particularly close to God, and would have a
very real sense of God's presence, when
attending to a dying patient and being there
when they died.”
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